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Captain Astuawilda Kaika is an elite forces soldier, a demolitions expert, and a woman who loves

secret missions. She most certainly isnâ€™t someone with the patience to teach General

Zirkanderâ€™s raw cadets how to survive encounters with the enemy. Certain sheâ€™s been given

this duty as a punishment, she confronts her superiors, only to find out that King Angulus himself

gave her the assignment. When she attempts to reasonably and respectfullyâ€”and certainly not

presumptuouslyâ€”explain to him that sheâ€™s not suited for teaching, she gets swept up in a

mission to a secret research facility that has been invaded by enemy agents. Soon, she, King

Angulus, and General Zirkander are engrossed in an investigation that could change the

worldâ€”and destroy all that they know.
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I don't know what to say here without giving the story away! Let's just say an unexpected and totally

wonderful liason forms. Two people who really, really need each other and when they figure it out -

wow!!All the characters we have come to know and love and cheer for are in it. Trouble is afoot in a

secret weapons development site and much to everyone's consternation, the King himself is going



to head the team that goes to check out what's going wrong.Mayhem, magic, dragons and sexual

tension abound - just what we love about Lindsay's books. I'd give her books 10 stars if  would let

me.

I ... love ... this ... series. I mean câ€™mon how could you not with dragons, magic, dog fights/fighter

pilots, and loveable and funny characters?I was rooting for this pairing to happen while reading the

series. Kaika and Angulus, together, are a perfect match. I can't wait until Raptor comes out, though

I wonder if it will top the awesomeness that was The Blade's Memory. I have faith that it will be its

own brand of awesome despite this. I have yet to meet a Buroker book that I donâ€™t like.

I don't recall how I came to read the first book in the series though I'm pretty sure it was through

either EarlyBirdBooks or BookBub (if you don't subscribe to these eBook services, you should! Do a

search as I can't link them here.).I'm not a big fan of "fantasy" (read "magic") books so I was most

pleasantly surprised with this series. Author Buroker met and exceeded my expectations; The story

captured my attention, has characters I could invest in and moved the action through exploits and

adventures I could identify with. (My personal Big3 in rating a book, whether for review here or just

for myself.) Buroker also meets a 4th criteria; each book in the series is a complete story. I grant

that there are details in early books that add to the later ones but, that aside, each book can stand

alone as far as the story therein is concerned.Basics: a human with magical powers attended by or,

perhaps, attendant to a magical sword awakens from 300 years of unintended hibernation into a

world which hates and fears magic. The mid-steam era world none the less uses pieces of magic to

power its only slightly advanced technology, primitive aircraft. "SteamPunk" comes to mind as a

descriptive term. Said magical human teams with the most famous pilot of that era to protect King

and kingdom from powerful enemies both internal and external.Rather hackneyed in my words, in

Burokner's words the story is a delight. Try the first one and if you aren't hooked I'll give you back

every penny you paid for this review!

the king's hidden laboratory in the mountains has been attacked and several of his scientists are

dead. and since it's a secret laboratory, he wants to find out himself how this happened. his

handpicked crew, Ridge and Kaika among them, take the flyers to the scene of the attack and find

some odd tunnels and terrible cries....for help?

A well written story providing depth and background on two of main characters in this series. I



continue to enjoy this series. I continue to believe Jaxi and her snarkiness, ...her creativity, deserve

and warrant more attention in this series, however, now that a male outlaw has been introduced, I

see where we may be going...

I wasn't sure I'd really like a whole story from the perspective of this particular formerly-secondary

character (call me romantic, but I'm not accustomed to a utterly uninhibited heroine whose attitude

toward intimate activity remains that it's a casual pastime/exercise), but this novella turned out to be

plenty of fun. It was our first real look at the king, too, and it was good to see him as very human.

They're an interesting combination.

You might be tempted to jump from Book 5 to Book 6, but don't! This book is a game changer and

also features other characters you probably were hoping to get more from after the end of Book 5.

Also, after the dark events in Book 5, it's a nice break to get Kaika's fun point of view.

This is a"sidebar" book used to elaborate on the character of Capt. Lauren. The author has done

this before with the book series. I love getting to know the characters better. There is action as well

as humor through out the book. I would definitely recommend reading this book along with the

series.
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